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hen my wife and I visit my mother and
stepfather, we often duck out to go for a
walk in nearby Holton, a beautiful old town
that lies on the prairie in eastern Kansas. We park along
the street, walk the neighborhoods, and then poke
around in a few of the shops in the old town square.
The town is very proud of its heritage. Established
in 1857, it supported the farming community around
it, and the antique stores are full of hundred-yearold pictures that detail a thriving prairie town full of
banks, barber shops, and small grocery stores.
On our last visit to my mother's we again went
to Holton, and as we walked along we noticed my
stepfather's construction van parked in front of a block
of old two-story buildings. One front door standing
wide open revealed a thin stairway leading up.
I called up the stairs and he called back for us to
come on up.
We climbed up the steep staircase to the top landing,
which led to lofts on the left and the right. In one were
the makings of a new apartment, newly framed, the
kitchen and bathrooms fitted for the installation of
modern appliances. The other had yet to be dealt with.
The floors were littered with early-twentieth-century
debris—pieces of wood, windows, and cornices. My
stepfather was working for a friend who had bought
several of these old buildings, helping her restore them
to something of their former glory.
While in many places older buildings have been
bulldozed and replaced by uglier and flimsier structures,
this was a grueling but worthwhile effort to not only
save but to restore something old and beautiful.
He showed us the new windows installed on
the wall facing the square—windows that had been
designed to precisely resemble the windows shown in
pictures of the building from 1910. Such windows are
expensive now, of course, as is most of the work that
has to be done to restore buildings like this.
He made a point to show us how much more
skillfully made the older fixtures were than those
2
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now available at the local home improvement store.
He kicked a board at his feet. "Look at this board,"
he said. "Notice anything about it?" We could only
stare blankly.
"There are no knots in any of this wood. When
they built buildings and houses back then, the
boards had to be perfect. No knots. Boards with
knots were used to build barns."
One after another he pointed to the quality of the
scrap pieces of wood scattered about, of the arched
frame of a door, of the brickwork on the walls. These
were not buildings for the rich or the privileged, but
for common residents and shopkeepers.
He explained that some of the wood and the
cornices had endured and could be reused, ancient
as they were, but that other things would have to be
replaced with newer, lower-quality versions. Though
it would be impossible to remake these structures
perfectly, the approximation would still have
something of its original integrity.
We tend to look down on the past. We prize all the
things we have now that previous generations did
not have, but we seldom reflect on what they had that
we do not or on the things we have that are not of the
quality they once were.
We need to ask ourselves whether education
is among those things and whether, instead of
bulldozing the original idea of education and
replacing it with some newer, lower-quality version,
we need rather to rebuild and restore the ideal of
education that once prevailed—that of helping our
students become better human beings.
We can never fully restore the education of a
hundred years ago, but we can—
and should—take some of the
materials, refurbish them, and,
even though we'll have to use a
few knotted boards, reconstruct
the kind of education that
nourishes a child's soul.
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LATIN

LATIN: THE BASIC SUBJECT
by Cheryl Lowe
THE KEY TO THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
The most practical reason for Latin study is that it
also teaches English. Over half of our English words
are derived from Latin—and it's not just any half, it's
the difficult half! The common one- and two-syllable
words of everyday speech are English, but the big,
three- to five-syllable words are usually from Latin.
These are the words students start to see in their
reading in science, history, and literature beginning in
the third and fourth grades.
Let's say Johnny has worked hard, learned phonics,
and can read and spell the word "father." Is he now
prepared to decode the meanings of all of the words
he will encounter that come from the Latin word for
father (pater, patris)? How will he learn the spelling,
pronunciation, and meanings of words such as
patriarch, patriarchy, paternal, paternalistic, patron,
patronize, paternity, patrimony, etc.?
Without Latin, he will probably learn these words
mostly on his own, in a hit-or-miss fashion. Most
Cheryl Lowe was the founder of Memoria Press and the author of the
Latin Forms Series, Classical Phonics, and many other books. She
also founded Highlands Latin School in Louisville, Kentucky, where
all Memoria Press materials are developed and tested.
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students never really develop a masterful command
of the English language because they are not taught
the English language in a systematic way after
leaving phonics. They do not develop the vocabulary
necessary to read well in their own language because
they are not given the tools to attack the incredibly
large number of English words.
The advantage of beginning Latin in the third
or fourth grade is that we give our students the
tools to decode these big words just when they
begin to encounter them, instead of five years later.
I have noticed that young students love to learn
big words, even if they won't use them often. I
teach them words such as "ludicrous" (ridiculous,
silly), which comes from the Latin ludus (game).
Even though this is a word they may not encounter
immediately, they enjoy saying it and knowing
what it means.
Students begin to see Latin roots in words
everywhere and tell their parents about the new
words they encounter and where they come
from. Parents are thrilled and students develop
confidence. Students are being given a valuable tool:
Latin—the key that opens up the door to the English
language. Students need this key while they are still
young enough to be excited about words, and while
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they are rapidly developing vocabulary through
their new skill of reading.
Another reason to begin Latin in third grade
is that students at this age still find memorization
an enjoyable task—something not usually true of
students in high school. Much of the vocabulary and
the grammar forms of Latin can be learned in third
through sixth grades.

was the greatest lesson ever, only to realize three
months later that your children swear they have
never heard of the subject? How dare they forget
what you were sure they would remember forever!
Another reason is the frustration with the
proliferation of curriculum. So much to learn, so
many books, so many programs, so little time.
How do you pull all of this knowledge together
and consolidate?
ALL THAT GRAMMAR
A third reason is fragmentation. If we could
only make more connections between all of the
Okay, so Latin is good for vocabulary
various fields of knowledge, there would be more
development. Why not just study a hundred Latin
meaning in our children's education, and less
and Greek roots and be done with it? Wouldn't that
learning for the short term.
be a lot quicker and more efficient than studying
As my children went through their elementary
all that grammar, those awful declensions and
years,
I felt that there was something missing. There
conjugations that go on forever? No, because
was no subject rigorous and challenging enough to
there are more reasons to study Latin than just
train and discipline their minds, and there was no
developing vocabulary and getting higher SAT
focus that helped pull everything else together.
scores. One is contained in the expression
I experimented with teaching them
"all that grammar." All that grammar is
Latin and, although I did not have
exactly what students get in Latin that
the materials I needed for their
they don't get in French or Spanish.
Studying a
age, I found that I had finally
W hy do we even ca re about
discovered the subject that
g r a m m a r a ny way? To r e a l ly
disciplined, organized
was my heart's desire. My
u nder st a nd t he st r uc t u r e of
background was in math and
l a n g u a g e (a n d t h a t 's w h a t
language like Latin helps
science, but I fell in love with
g ra m m a r i s), st ude nt s mu st
students
learn
to
think
Latin. The more I worked with
study a structured language. In
Latin the more I realized it was
Latin, grammar is the organizing
in a more disciplined,
an educator's dream.
principle rather than a vestige as
Latin is the mother tongue
it is in most modern languages.
organized way.
of
Western
civilization. Because
St ude nt s who s e u nder st a nd i ng
it has been the language that has
of English g rammar comes f rom
transmitted our cultural heritage for over
a st udy of Lat in grammar develop an
two thousand years, it pulls together language
u ndersta ndi ng of la ng uage far superior to
arts,
history,
geography, culture, art, architecture,
anything that can be achieved by the study of modern
music, values, religion, government, science, and
languages alone.
math. Everything in the modern world seems to
Most parents I know are really concerned about
be related to Latin and the ancient and medieval
the poor writing skills of their children and have
cultures that spoke it. By examining the roots of our
an uneasy feeling that the muddled writing of their
culture in its mother language, knowledge begins to
children is evidence of muddled thinking. Studying
integrate itself naturally.
a disciplined, organized language like Latin helps
The best way to put it is this: Latin is a Unit Study
students learn to think in a more disciplined,
where
the work is done for you.
organized way. The very nature of the language
Latin is the Basic Subject because it is the Basic
affects the way students think and write.
Language; therefore, the way to really get back
SIMPLIFY YOUR CURRICULUM
to the basics is to study Latin. This will be a new
concept to many parents, but a school looking for a
Homeschoolers today have a lot of interest in
way to integrate and simplify its curriculum—or a
Unit Studies. There are a few reasons for this. One is
homeschooling mother struggling to integrate and
lack of retention. Textbooks often present students
simplify her life—will find in the study of Latin not
with mountains of unrelated information year after
just a language but an organizing principle that
year, producing precious little retention and much
could revolutionize their schools and homeschools.
forgetting. Have you ever taught what you thought
1-877-862-1097
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LOGIC

THE SURPRISING
LOGIC OF THE WORLD

A

by Dr. Dan Sheffler

logic teacher often encounters the complaint
that logic is not useful, that being so abstract
it is detached from the real issues of life. The
student must memorize names (in Latin, of course)
for basic patterns, and the examples of these patterns
all seem to involve Socrates somehow. Students are
made to work through exercises that they feel are
repetitive, boring, abstruse, inane, pedantic, and, in a
word, pointless.
Since readers of this essay are likely to be involved in
the movement to renew the classical spirit in education,
I can probably rely upon you to feel a certain hardnosed response to all this. The sometimes tedious labor
of working through the patterns of various syllogisms
produces in the student a virtuous habit of mind that
remains even when FELAPTON and BAROCO have
faded from memory in adulthood. While I certainly
support this hard-nosed response, I want to encourage
an additional, deeper kind of response. Students are only
bored when they are not filled with wonder. They are
not filled with wonder when they study logic because
they do not yet see—because no one has yet taught them
to see—that logic is a kind of worship.
Dr. Dan Sheffler is a professor of philosophy with Memoria College
and has taught philosophy, logic, Latin, and history at the University
of Kentucky, Georgetown College, and Asbury College.
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The study of logic is the study of that which makes
sense, the study of those structures that necessarily
must be in order for things to hang together without
contradiction. The Greeks called the intelligible structure
of something its logos, and this is where we get our word.
These necessary structures, these logoi, are not things
that we make up in our heads or record in our books.
They are all around us, everywhere, the basic fabric of the
world we inhabit. Consider this example, which, while
literary, is neither abstract nor detached from the issues of
real life that press upon our teenage students:
(Premise)
			

Whoever would be a good match for Juliet
would not ruin her life.

(Premise)

Romeo will ruin her life.

(Conclusion) Therefore, Romeo must not really be a
			
good match for Juliet.

This is an example of the basic logical structure
Modus Tollens, combined with an inference from the
general "whoever" to the particular "Romeo." We can
express the basic underlying structure of this scenario,
(the logos) in this way:
(Premise)

If P, then Q.

(Premise)

Not Q.

(Conclusion) Therefore, not P.
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But why should this be so? Why can't Juliet say,
philosophy begins and nowhere else." By "philosophy"
"Well, I admit the first premise in general, and I admit
Socrates does not mean a department at the university.
the second premise as a matter of fact, but because I'm
Instead, he means a way of life devoted to the wholea foolish teenager in love I nevertheless believe that
hearted pursuit of wisdom. This pursuit is quickened,
Romeo is the One"? Certainly she can say such a thing
he tells us, when we pause to gape in happy gratitude at
and many foolish teenagers in similar circumstances
the previously ignored fact that our world is not absurd,
have said such things, but reality has a way of digging
that all things hang together because they are governed
in its heels. We may even define "reality" as that which
by a coherent order. We are especially inspired in our
pushes back against our private fantasy: the cliff, the
pursuit when we wonder (as the previous examples
ground, and the laws of gravity.
in the passage suggest) at the way that the intelligible
Provided that the first and second premises
system of the world exceeds the little system of concepts
both indicate real facts, the conclusion necessarily
that we have hitherto come up with. We long to learn
represents a real fact too. This happens because reality
more, and in our longing pursue the prize of wisdom,
itself is internally consistent and the logical patterns
not because we think we already know but because we
that we identify with archaic-sounding Latin names
know that we do not. This chase involves a kind of faith,
are neither archaic nor Latin—they are simply the real
implicit in every kind of science. We must trust that
texture of the objective world.
the undiscovered aspects of the world are nevertheless
Perhaps we do not find such things surprising
discoverable, that they are governed by coherent,
because we take for granted the consistency and
intelligible principles even when we have not yet
structure of the world. Our whole life long
worked it all out.
we have based all our actions on the
But why should we have this faith?
assumption that the world will not
Where did all this orderliness and
contradict itself. We fall into the habit
consistency come from? For us to
Our whole life
of this easy familiarity. We simply
have faith that the universe has
long we have based
take for granted that, if all fresh
a meaningful structure beyond
eggs are edible, and this is a fresh
the little system of what we
all our actions on the
egg, then I can eat it for breakfast.
have already grasped, we must
assumption
that
the
We do not pause to notice the
ultimately have faith in the origin
deep mystery of the world implicit
of
this meaning. The idea that
world will not
in such an easy move. We simply
the whole thing hangs together in
contradict itself.
cook the egg. We take for granted
elegant, meaningful harmony just
that when we reach for the door knob
by chance beggars belief. Through
our front door will not open out onto
this line of thinking, we may not get to
an abyss of meaningless absurdity. But in
all the specific details of Christianity, but
the right frame of mind, we can pause to find it
we certainly get to a transcendent divine source
beautiful that the door should open—every morning—
for the meaning of the world, what the Greeks would
onto the same, consistent, structured, intelligible world.
call the Logos with a capital Lambda. The consistency,
A similar thing is true of mathematics, which
universality, and necessity of logic point to a deep
of course is but the quantitative mode of logic. Is it
mystery, perhaps the deepest, most mysterious truth I
not surprising that we can use this human system
know: "In the beginning was the Logos, and the Logos
of symbols to send men to the moon? That our
was with God, and the Logos was God."
intelligence has grasped the objective system of things
All this requires a response on our part; only
so nearly that we can put a band of men into a tiny
the cold, calculating type of logician so frequently
can, hurl them into the void, set them just so into an
encountered in popular imagination would look
orbit around the ever-changing goddess, and expect—
into this mystery without falling to his knees. What
because of our deep faith in the intelligible orderliness
begins in philosophical wonder must, in the end,
and consistency of the cosmos—that they will come
transform into religious worship. But this worship
safely home? Is it not surprising that our mathematical
is not just something we do after logic class is
representations of orbital mechanics should match so
done. The very process of conforming our minds
precisely to the actual way of things?
to the orderly patterns of logic is itself a mode of
In the Theaetetus, Socrates says that this kind of
worshiping God the Logos—or it can be if we let it.
awe-filled surprise is characteristic of the philosopher.
And when we do, our logic class may become, by
He calls it wondering, and claims that "this is where
the grace of God, a kind of liturgy.
1-877-862-1097
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Growing a Healthy
�

Garden

�

by Kathy Becker

W

hen you reach the end of this year,
will you look back with a sense
of satisfaction, knowing you did
everything you could and should
to pour all that is true and good and beautiful into
the hearts and souls of your students? It is a grand
and glorious privilege you have been given. As
educators we realize the importance of our job (as
opposed to the importance of ourselves).
Several years ago, while taking a prospective parent
on a tour of the school where I was administrator, she
remarked, "It's like they're your flowers and this is a
garden." Every farmer desires to grow a healthy garden.
Just as the preparation of the ground is necessary for
growing healthy plants, preparation is important when
we deal with education. As we minister to our students
we wish to instill wisdom and virtue. We hope to find
the best ways to nourish them so that they may grow
into healthy plants and bring fruit.
As teachers we are involved in preparing the soil
and softening the ground, making it ready for planting.
We carefully water each little heart and mind, tending
to each and guiding them as they grow.
The role of the teacher is large enough to be
frightening, but there are a couple of things we can do
to ensure we have prepared our classrooms for success.
After enjoying thirty years of administering home education to six
children, Kathy then administered a classical Christian school before
joining Memoria Press as the school representative in the West.
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Growing a Healthy Garden

A Prepared Teacher

You have a huge responsibility and tremendous
power. You must be ever reading, ever growing,
ever taking in—for as we know, you cannot
give what you do not have. Your teaching must
come from the overflow. Adhere to the words of
Quintilian: "We must form our minds by reading
deep rather than wide." In order to prepare the
ground for your students, you have to be prepared
yourself. Thus will you be equipped to teach
your students how to think so that they will know
what to do. You should feel excitement at the
opportunity to share all that is true and good and
beautiful in a world that is often dark and bad and
ugly. As Plutarch once said:
As farmers put stakes beside their plants, so the right
kind of teacher provides firm support for the young in
the shape of lessons and admonitions carefully chosen
so as to produce an upright growth of character.

An Ordered Classroom

If we are to have healthy gardens, we must plant
them with purpose and order. I want to share some
thoughts from Chesterton, which will help us to think
about the job of teaching:
A child kicks his legs rhythmically through excess,
not absence, of life. Because children have abounding
vitality, because they are in spirit fierce and free,
therefore they want things repeated and unchanged.
They always say, "Do it again"; and the grown-up
person does it again until he is nearly dead. For
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grown-up people are not strong enough to exult
in monotony. But perhaps God is strong enough to
exult in monotony. It is possible that God says every
morning, "Do it again" to the sun; and every evening,
"Do it again" to the moon. It may not be automatic
necessity that makes all daisies alike; it may be that
God makes every daisy separately, but has never
got tired of making them. It may be that He has the
eternal appetite of infancy; for we have sinned and
grown old, and our Father is younger than we.

"Order" and "monotony" are often used as
derogatory terms in the modern day, but when the
young student knows his day is structured in a
definite way, he is then free to learn without any
insecurities about what is to come next. Children
thrive with the expected, the repeated, the
unchanged—in other words, they thrive with order.
Imagine a garden run amuck, allowed
to grow without any order: plants
springing up everywhere, crowded
and stifled, so you cannot tell what
is a vegetable, an herb, a weed. The
lazy farmer is the one who simply
rushes to accomplish the task of
planting. The soil is not prepared
well. The rows are not straight. The
seeds are scattered hither and yon.
But, ah! Think of the ordered
garden—straight rows, strong roots,
and healthy fruit bursting forth.
Order and structure are powerful
components. They are the string between
stakes, to guide us in planting a straight
row. Your students are sometimes like
wild seeds, blowing about in the wind, but it
is your job to care for them, to direct them, to
help them to develop strong roots.

marvel at the change and new growth you've seen
in your garden. Plants grow quickly when they are
nurtured well. As you draw closer to the end of the
year, you should begin to contemplate how your
little plants will soon be ready for the next stage
of growth, and how best to prepare the soil for
them. The preparation of the ground is as crucial
to growing healthy plants as is the actual planting,
and this preparation is just as important when
talking about education.
A healthy garden is a joy to behold. Your classroom
is your garden and you are the gardener. May you
grow your garden well.

A Healthy Garden

A couple of months into the school year, your
planting will begin to show signs of healthy
growth. A few sprouts will push up out of the
soil—the kindergartener will start to read
small CVC words, the grammar
student will begin to spout Latin,
the ninth-grader will construct
his first syllogism. There
will be an atmosphere of
expectancy about the place.
In February, you will look
back and remember the
early signs of growth and it
will seem so long ago. For
you, like any gardener, will
1-877-862-1097
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EDUCATION'S END
by Jon Christianson

If

I were tasked with the composition of a Student's Handbook for Disrupting Class, I
would not spend too many words on trifling matters like technological distraction or
destruction of property; such barbarism has long been the natural prerogative of the
academically obtuse, for which no formal instruction is required. A truly Machiavellian
plot must overcome the teacher's sovereignty not with force but with discourse. Defeat a
teacher with words and you defeat him on his own terms. What words, then, would find their
mark? "What," the student should inquire, "is the point of learning this?"
This is all too familiar a question for the educator, especially in the classical
classroom. No assurance of the inherent value of our academic heritage ever
seems to suitably satisfy for the enterprising disruptor the demand that the
sacrifice of time and attention yields something tangible and useful. In a
sense, the ubiquity of this question could be a good thing; the student's
objection speaks to a desire for purposeful growth that shows a right
apprehension of education's ends, if not its means. The classical
instructor, however, often faces the same question of practicality
from the parents, whose perception of the program as worth
their while (and their weal) is conditional on the material
or circumstantial benefits their students stand to gain
from classical scholarship.
This question of academic purpose is itself
a fundamentally classical one. To explain
the point of your instruction you must
establish the point of instruction itself:
What is the end that education seeks
to achieve? We are fortunate to
have the answer from the
patriarchs of classical
antiquity themselves,
a s ma ny a mong
those concerned
with the good
of man and the
welfare of the
state turned
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their styluses to the subject of education with great
interest. While Athens was always historically concerned
with the upbringing of the youth into good Athenians,
it was Plato and Aristotle who most closely scrutinized
the means and ends of education. This scrutiny yielded
radical and controversial diversions from the educational
methods that preceded them—novel notions that, while
radical then, have since marked Western civilization
with the distinction of a scholastic supremity of which
we mustn't be eager to dispose.
Any discussion of Plato is tricky, as the dialectic
nature of his works elicits a very real conclusion from
a fictional discussion. Therefore, while we mustn't
take Plato's utopian social order in The Republic as the
necessary civil template for right education, it extends
a number of important claims about the fruits of a
good education and the things we must do to prosper
them. Similar to the modern school, the Platonic
formula for education is both mental and physical; the
Greeks rarely separated athletics from academics, as
both were necessary properties of the ideal citizen.
So, too, does Plato consider practical skills necessary
to the ideal education—an early form of vocational
training, if you will—which seems to negate the
classical approach of principle over utility, but this is
not so. These means of education are means only.
The true key to Plato's school is this: The product
of an education is a good person. All physical and
practical matters, while essential, are worthless without
a cultivation of individual virtue: "The good soul,
by her own excellence, improves the body as far as
this may be possible." The student must be taught to
perceive the good, seek the good, and become good.
Failing in this is far more grave a loss than the other
Jon Christianson is the Latin director and editor at Memoria Press. He teaches
Latin for the Memoria Press Online Academy and has taught Latin and
classical literature at Highlands Latin School.

way around: A good man with no worldly capability
is merely a happy nobody, but a man of great potential
and no virtue is a monster in the making. So, whereas
Plato would have each student's practical or physical
education differ according to his potential, the mental
education of a person must be essentially moral and
must be given to all. What governs the differences
between students in their practical education, therefore,
must be their success in their moral education. Those
who struggle to succeed in their moral education, who
by Plato's estimation are poorly suited for privilege and
power, are trained as laborers and craftsmen; those
who prove to be exemplary in virtue and goodness are
trained as guardians and rulers of the state, as they are
the best suited for such responsibilities.
While no school of the present day, classical or
otherwise, presumes to—or ought to—apply this utopian
predetermination of its students' future professions,
Plato's view of education necessarily assumes that in
the quest for virtue—the primary end of education—
some will succeed and some will fail. This presents
a somewhat alarming question: Can education be
universal if it is classical? Is everybody expected to
become what classical education aims to create? No, but
anybody can. Or, rather, everybody is called but many
will not heed the call or will deliberately reject it. It is the
principle of classical thought that excellence of any kind
is a quality of virtue, which anyone can attain. Therefore,
a right-ordered educational system seeks total excellence
from as many students as possible. This is in contrast to
modern education, which seeks as much excellence as
possible from the totality of students. Classical education
adjusts its expected personal outcomes of a perfect
goal; modern education admits an imperfect goal in an
attempt to realize its collective outcomes.
If the cultivation of virtue in the individual is the
object of education, what is the object of cultivating
virtue? For this we must leave Plato and turn to his

All physical and practical matters,
while essential, are worthless without
a cultivation of individual virtue.
1-877-862-1097
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student, Aristotle, who perceives the good as the
excellence of a thing both in potential and actuality.
To be good, a thing must be well-suited to accomplish
its goal and thereby accomplish it. Aristotle lays this
out in some detail in his Nicomachean Ethics, wherein
he characterizes the fullest good as essentially active; a
lyre player of great skill who never plays his instrument
can hardly be called good at lyre playing. So, says
Aristotle, is a man knowledgeable in virtue who does
not act in virtue unworthy to be called good: "With
regard to virtue, then, it is not enough to know, but we
must try to have and use it." Therefore, the best man
is one whose good spreads and becomes the good of
those around him, and those whom he cannot persuade
by private argument he must educate in the public
forum. In Athenian terms, he must be a good citizen,
and it is this good citizen—whose personal virtue
extends beyond his person to the betterment of others—
that is education's final object.
Now, the "good citizen" born from a classical
education and the "good citizen" drawn from modern
education are very different creatures. One who is
tempted to think that a focus on civic responsibility
unifies the two must instead look to the means to
determine the ends. The classical citizen is a morally
good man whose civic conduct is an outpouring
of private virtue into public concerns. The modern
citizen is trained in public concerns—how to operate
successfully in society. The former student is indeed
good in his living, while the latter is merely good at
living. The useful modern citizen is himself a means
only—a social utility—but is not the end of his own
aims. The classical citizen—the end product of an
12

Education's End

education that strives for individual goodness—is an
end for his own sake. Classical thought presumes the
primacy of the virtuous individual, of whose public
actions the virtuous state is a happy consequence; a
good state is merely a state full of good men.
Only a person shaped in virtue can prosper in the
noblest goal of the virtuous man, which is making
the state; it is only by this that the state can succeed in
prospering the virtuous man. In this state, we are not
all supposed to become guardians and kings, though
in the quest for virtue any one of us might become
worthy of such a privilege. However, the imperfection
of man is presupposed in classical thought, and to
accept in humility the labors best suited to your
excellences is no less good and proper than to accept
in wisdom the highest power of a civilization's loftiest
thrones. To suppose otherwise, as modern education
does, that the outcomes of the whole educated mass
must be essentially alike, suggests that virtue is
predicated on success, not success on virtue.
The goal of education, therefore, in the classical
sense is the virtuous man, not the successful one.
This virtue, once privately attained, must be publicly
practiced according to one's excellences. This virtue
and the practice thereof, not social usefulness, is
the tangible benefit our aforementioned disruptor
is looking for. As elusive as the point of the classical
classroom may seem from time to time, it is this
quest for private and public good that underpins it
all. To that impertinent and perennial question we
must answer: The point of learning is to expose our
students to the excellent, and teach them to become
and ultimately promote the good found therein.
MemoriaPress.com
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Better Than Background
by Dr. Carol Reynolds

I

was recently asked this question at a conference:
"What classical music do you recommend I play in
the background for my kids?"
Answering it is a bit of a delicate dance because I
first need to say that any fruitful approach to classical
music needs to place it in the foreground. Any serious
art needs to engage the senses. There are of course
times when background music can be enjoyable, and
maybe even useful, but the amount of extraneous
musical sound forced on us daily has conditioned
us to view music merely as an accompaniment to
something else. (Do we really need music blaring at us
when we pump our gas?)
Children today, as well as many parents, dwell in a
world of pre-recorded music. Few youngsters routinely
encounter live music-making on the back porch, with
Dr. Carol Reynolds is a widely acclaimed author, speaker, and
educator. She regularly leads arts tours throughout Europe and the
Mediterranean, recently in partnership with the Smithsonian Institute.
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neighbors bringing over banjos and accordions. Few
children are likely to find themselves sitting midhall during a rehearsal of a good wind ensemble,
symphonic choir, or orchestra. And even in church,
fewer and fewer children experience the vast power
of a pipe organ or the vigorous upsweep of traditional
hymns sung by a congregation unafraid to sing.
Of course, recorded music provides a wonderful
resource for both education and simple enjoyment.
And background music seems so "easy" to present, a
kind of distraction or automatic atmosphere-creator.
But a child's musicality is not well-served by this
ease, at least not without an initial, cognitively active
exposure to the music presented.
In our courses at Professor Carol, we offer concrete
steps for students of all ages to move from passive to
active listening so that they can get the most out of the
music they are encountering. This is not to say that music
needs to be approached as though a test is waiting in the
wings. Certainly not! So let me offer a few suggestions.
Better Than Background
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First, have a purpose for picking whatever you
choose to play. If students are studying King Arthur's
court, it is easy to find recordings of songs from the
Middle Ages. Rather than plow through dozens
of these admittedly intriguing pieces, pick two or
three, and try to offer the child a chance to hear them
performed in different ways, by different performers.
Just this morning my granddaughter and I spent a
little time listening to radically different renditions
of a favorite old ballad: "Barbara Allen." We moved
from an old-time string band to a mesmerizing French
chanteuse from the 1960s (Marie Laforêt, utterly new
to me) to John Denver.
Similarly, children are better
s er ve d by hea r i ng a si ng le
movement of a symphony multiple
times—particularly with different
orchestras and conductors—than
by a drone of symphonic works put
on in the background.
Thus, a parent might pick the
first movement of Beethoven's
Symphony No. 1 (or perhaps the
whole work at just under thirty
minutes). Here will be an attractive,
easily accessible composition that
one can find online to watch or
listen to in countless performances.
Start with two performances. First,
perhaps, a performance filmed from
a legendary conductor of the early or mid-twentieth
century, likely a bit fuzzy and probably in black and
white, but now magically available online. Then turn
to a recent, slickly filmed performance, with great
cutaways to the players so that kids can match the
sounds of the oboe, clarinet, or cello to images of
actual musicians.
Next, you could get bolder and listen to a piano
version of this same work made by the nineteenthcentury virtuoso Franz Liszt, who artfully arranged
all nine of Beethoven's symphonies into virtuosic
tapestries for piano. Exposure to just this one
unexpected version opens up transformative ideas
that notes can take different forms, that the piano
offers a completely different listening experience than
an orchestra, and that a single player, with the right
arrangement, can play through a complex orchestral
or operatic work. Indeed, that is precisely what people
used to do in their parlors for entertainment.
After these steps, particularly if you concentrate
on one movement at a time, you will have given your
child a sense of this work's identity and personality.
Accordingly, should you then decide to play recorded
versions in the "background," Beethoven's Symphony

No. 1 will have meaning and bear musical and
cognitive fruit for your child. Don't be surprised, for
example, if you hear the child humming melodies
from it or tapping out its rhythms.
In a similar fashion, much can be gained by playing
the soundtracks of dramatic works (musicals, opera, film
scores) in the background, so long as the child knows the
works already, and particularly if your child has been
lucky enough to experience them live in a theater.
And, yes, it is possible to go the other way by
creating familiarity with a single song to lead into a
new work. So, for example, if you expect that your
family will be seeing a performance of The Music Man
or Cats or Carmen in the future,
then playing the songs (or, better
yet, singing through them at the
piano or along with a recording) is
quite a good idea. But again, this is
listening with a purpose.
Finally, even if the music
is in the background, please
try to have good speakers for
delivering decent sound. The
repertoire we call "classical" uses
the full range of pitches (from
high to low) and orchestra colors
(string, wind, brass, percussion
timbres). These musical elements
absolutely require decent speakers
or they are lost. Alas, people
have accepted the inferior sound of music delivered
through the speaker in a laptop or the ubiquitous
plastic ear buds. That listening experience is neutral at
best, and in many ways deleterious.
Oh, these tinny sounds would annoy the
composers who sweated blood and tears to write
their music! Their compositions were designed to
resonate against the wooden walls of gilded theaters
and concert halls, inside acoustically rich salons, or
impressively vaulted cathedrals. Old-style speakers
can deliver a semblance of this sound.
You can see why answering the original question
is a delicate dance. To simply state, "Don't play music
unless you are connecting it or making it a focus!"
seems harsh, particularly if your family just enjoys
having what we used to call the "classical radio station"
going twenty-four seven. And if the modern equivalent
of that radio station ("Alexa, play some classical music!")
does delight you and your family, then have at it! But
check your children's eyes occasionally. If they are
glazing over (which means their ears have already
turned off), then little good is likely to come of it, and it
would be good to turn to a more conscious strategy to
help them build a musical understanding.

Children are better
served by hearing a
single movement of
a symphony multiple
times than by a drone of
symphonic works put on
in the background.
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THE PLEASURE OF BECOMING EDUCATED
by Cheryl Swope

WE

live in the lake community where
my husband spent summers as a
boy. He and his boyhood friends
built forts, acted out The Hobbit with homemade
swords, and tested many brave and boyish notions.
Once, after reading about regalia wings, the boys
hoped to fly winged bicycles by launching them off
a big wooden ramp by the lake. Day after day, like
woodsy Wright brothers, they worked, securing
handcrafted wings, doing test runs across the
grass, and repairing broken efforts.
One afternoon one of the boys
climbed atop his bicycle seat and,
before anyone had time to cheer,
promptly landed in the murky
lake. (Today as grown men
they still marvel over their
own ingenuity and claim
firmly, "If only the wings
had been bigger…")
Undaunted, these young
boys challenged themselves
in new ways. Next they
decided to try and swim
the full miles across the lake.
Wearing the life jackets their
parents insisted upon, the boys
splashed and sputtered, gulping
as much water as air, and finally
circled back to the shore in defeat. After
several unsuccessful attempts that year the boys
contented themselves with fishing, catching crawdads,
and climbing trees.
Still, the distant shore beckoned. The boys grew
stronger. The next summer they set out for the long
swim and, despite the resistant pull of their flotation
devices, paddled their arms through whitecap waters
until they reached the other side. With surprisingly
little fanfare they swam back immediately. They knew
the real dream was to swim across without life jackets.
They would have to wait. And grow.
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Two physically active summers later, as if by
magic, the boys had muscles. Eyeing the distant shore
they set off with powerful and effective strokes, their
flotation devices cast aside. Forward, onward, faster,
harder. Arm over arm, breathing and kicking in a
splashing rhythm, they pushed. At the middle of the
lake where the water reached dark, mysterious depths,
they felt themselves grow fearful, but they steeled
themselves to press on. As they swam, cognizant of
the waters below, they became all the more aware
of the shore ahead.
Panting, smiling, marveling,
they pulled themselves onto the
wooded hill. Turning, they
looked across, still catching
their collective breaths.
No one spoke. Now a full
mile away, their boyhood
homes looked small and
surprisingly different.
More than merely
attaining a measurable
"goal," the boys had
shared something they
would never forget.
Over the years that
followed they continued to
swim together for the sheer joy of
it. They became stronger and more
agile and turned into teens. Each learned
quickly to drive a boat and to water-ski with ease.
They spent all their spare change on boat fuel to try
new feats along the lake's perimeter.
On Saturdays in high school, after midnight when
ice time was least expensive, the longtime friends
played together in a scrappy indoor ice hockey
league. They had started by skating in jeans and
tennis shoes on the same frozen lake where they
swam. Now they had jobs and hockey equipment.
They gathered in the absurdly early hours for the
love of the sport and the satisfaction of playing
together. They played throughout college. When they
all became married men, eventually they taught their
own children to swim, ski, and be active. Even when
the band of friends watched their own teens surpass
The Pleasure of Becoming Educated
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them in skating ability, the now admiring (and a
little envious) fathers found pleasure in the persistent
physicality of their shared lives.

Approaching the Shore
When a child begins his education, he is like those
little boys on safe shores near home. He may have
a distant goal, but it is one that cannot be rushed or
easily attained. He must build strength, gain wisdom,
and retain focus. When he finishes, he may or may
not set his sights on new shores or greater distances,
but he will have gained something of worth and
pleasure that cannot be taken from him. If he shares
this with others it will be an experience they will
remember for a lifetime.
In the realm of education, the worth and pleasure
is in coming to understand mathematics, literature,
science, Latin, history, art, or music more fully than we
ever could have understood on our own. The worth and
pleasure is in contemplating ideas and grappling with
complex problems such as we all encounter in our daily
lives. The worth and pleasure is in conversations with
other educated persons, whether these sometimes feel
scrappy or become far more elevated.
The worth and pleasure of an education is in
reading, writing, and thinking more deeply than we
could at the start. A true education adds gratification
and interest to our lives. We delight in meeting those

who are more educated than we are; this gives us a
renewed glimpse of the distant shore.
Abigail Adams wrote, "Learning is not attained by
chance; it must be sought for with ardor and attended
to with diligence." Abigail, considered one of the most
scholarly first ladies in history, was educated entirely
at home. She read widely in her father's library full
of English and French literature. She listened with
interest as intelligent persons came to visit the family.
As wife of the second president of the United States
and mother of the sixth, she advocated for a strong
education for both boys and girls and was a prolific,
eloquent letter writer. She seemed to love writing.
What are the pleasures of a true education? How
shall we give our children what they need to traverse
the waters with sufficient courage to arrive at the
distant shore? We set our sights clearly, surround
ourselves with those who also strive for what we seek,
and pursue learning with steadfastness.
Perhaps our vision ought to be shaped by the
words of Edith Hamilton, another classically educated
person and author of The Greek Way. She said:
It has always seemed strange to me that in our
endless discussions about education so little stress
is laid on the pleasure of becoming an educated
person, the enormous interest it adds to life. To be
able to be caught up into the world of thought—that
is to be educated.
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Becoming
Fully Human
by Joseph Pearce

M

any years ago the English writer
G. K. Chesterton claimed that the
"coming peril" facing civilization was
"standardization by a low standard."
Today, almost a century later, Chesterton's words
have something of the mark of prophecy about them.
This "dumbing down" is exemplified in America's
woefully beleaguered education system. Standards of
literacy and numeracy, to say nothing of standards of
morality, are not so much declining as plummeting.
The problem is that the architects of our education
system consider Pontius Pilate's famous question,
"Quid est veritas?" to be intrinsically unanswerable.
In contradistinction, the mark of an authentic
education is the asking of Pilate's axiomatic question
with the aim of seeking an answer to it.
The first step in answering the question, "What
is truth?" is to ask the preparatory questions: How
do we know what is truth? What are the means
necessary to achieve the end?
We discover truth through the use of reason and
only through the use of reason. There is no irrational
path to truth. The so-called mystical paths to truth, such
as the experience of the kiss of beauty or the goodness
of love, are merely rational paths by another name, and
by any other name reason smells as sweet. The good,
the true, and the beautiful are nothing but the triune
splendour of truth itself, each of which conforms to, and
is an expression of, the rational foundations of reality.
The great pagan philosophers, Socrates, Plato, and
Aristotle, arrived at the conviction of the existence of
the Divine through the use of reason. The great pagan
writers Homer, Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Virgil
Joseph Pearce is the series editor of the Ignatius Critical Editions, the Tolkien
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arrived at the same conclusion through the rational
observation of the follies, foibles, virtues, and vices of
humanity and their respective consequences. These
great pagans came to an understanding of the natural
law through the rational observation of humanity's
place within nature, and saw it as a logical and
ultimately theological expression of the Divine law.
Although reason leads us to an acceptance of the
existence of the Divine, and also to a rudimentary
understanding of the Divine attributes of
omnipotence, omniscience, omnipresence, justice,
goodness, beauty, truth, and love, it cannot tell us
much more. In order for our reason to grasp the
reality of the Divine on any deeper level, it needs the
Divine to reveal itself.
God's revelation of Himself in Scripture is the
means by which our reason comes to understand
Him more fully. Ultimately, it is God's revelation of
Himself in the person of Jesus Christ which opens
our minds to the fullness of truth and ensures that
our faith is rooted in reason.
Pilate's question is answered by Christ in the
latter's assertion (to His disciples) that He is "the way,
the truth, and the life." In this revelation of Himself,
God shows us that He is not only the Truth but the
Reason. He is, furthermore, not only reason as a noun
but reason as a verb. He is the reason Who is the end
of our quest for truth, and He is also the rational
means, the Way, by which the reason is discovered. In
this sense, He is not only the Word but both senses of
the word! In an apparent tautology that contains the
totality of truth, He shows us that we have to reason
to believe the reason to believe.
Having asked and answered Pilate's question,
thereby establishing the truth to which an authentic
education should be directed, the other question
that needs to be asked and answered concerns who
we are as human beings: Who is Man?
For the Christian, in contradistinction to the
materialist, man is not simply homo sapiens. He is
not simply the most intelligent of the primates. He
is a creature made in the image of God in a manner
that distinguishes him radically from the rest of the
animals. A better name for man is that given to him
by the Greeks, who called man anthropos. It is a word
which, according to Plato in his Cratylus, implies that
man alone among animals reflects or turns upwards.
Unlike the other animals that, governed by instinct,
are unable to do so, man looks up at the heavens,
seeking a purpose and meaning to life beyond the
mere creature comforts of everyday life. Reminding
ourselves of Oscar Wilde's epigram, "We are all in
the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars," we
18 Becoming
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might view the gutter as the symbol of natural instinct
and the stars as the symbol of supernatural desire.
Man looks up; the lesser creatures do not. Man gazes;
the animal grazes!
What we see reflected back to us in the magic mirror
of the heavens is not homo sapiens—who is ultimately
as enslaved by instinct as are the rest of the animals—
but anthropos who seeks solace in the sun and the stars,
seeing in the heavenly bodies and the music of the
spheres the signifiers of the light of grace. It is in this
way that Samwise Gamgee in The Lord of the Rings
speaks for all of humanity when he affirms in the
darkest hour that "above all shadows rides the sun."
Another understanding of man, related to
the Greek anthropos, is that of homo viator, the
traveling man, or the man on the journey of life, the
man whose purpose is to get Home by taking the
adventure that life throws at him. The archetypal
homo viator in Western culture is perhaps Odysseus,
but in Christian terms the archetype is the medieval
character Everyman, who is travelling on the road to
heaven. For the Christian, every man is homo viator,
whose sole purpose (and soul's purpose) is to travel
through the adventure of life with the goal of getting
to heaven, his ultimate and only true Home, facing
many perils and temptations along the way.
The enemy of homo viator is homo superbus
("proud man"), who refuses the self-sacrifice that the
adventure of life demands and seeks to build a home
for himself within his "self." Such a man becomes
addicted to the sins that bind him, shriveling and
shrinking to the pathetic size of his Gollumized
self. The drama of life revolves around this battle
within each of us between the homo viator we are
called to be and the homo superbus we are tempted
to become. This drama is mirrored in the perennial
personal struggle in the heart of every man between
selflessness (love) and selfishness (pride).
Who is Man? Ultimately He is Jesus Christ, the
Perfect Man who shows us who we are meant to
be. In becoming more like Christ we are ipso facto
becoming more fully human.
Who is Man? The answer was given unwittingly
by Pontius Pilate as he showed the scourged Christ
to the people. Ecce Homo. Behold, Man!
In a nutshell, therefore, an authentic education is
that which teaches us that truth is real and is present
most fully in the Real Presence of Christ in the
cosmos, and, following logically and theologically
from this Reality, it is an education that teaches us to
be more fully human, more fully the person we are
meant to be, by becoming more like Christ who is
the Way, the Truth, and the Life.
MemoriaPress.com
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WHAT IS EDUCATION?
by Martin Cothran

O

ne of the problems in discussing and
debating the right way to educate our
children is a confusion about what
education actually consists of. We
talk about education when we mean
training; we talk about the importance of STEM
subjects like mathematics as if math has nothing to
do with the liberal arts; we talk about the liberal arts
as if we were referring to the humanities. And the
humanities? We hardly talk about them at all.
So the first matter of business in talking about
education is getting our terms straight.
The best way to do this is to go back to the two
terms that most fundamentally constitute the work of
education: arts and sciences. We know these terms if for
no other reason than that we have seen them on the sides
of buildings while walking across a college campus.
The words, having quite literally been etched in stone,
have a sort of Delphic quality: They seem to embody a
noble meaning and yet they are ambiguous, at least to
us. They sound oracular, and yet the respectable oracle
would be so unclear. The entryway to the Oracle at
Delphi was not nearly so inscrutable: "Know Thyself," it
said. It may be hard to do, but we know what it means.
And yet these words—arts and sciences—do mean
something, and understanding their meaning will tell
us what we need to know about what education is. The
mystery they constitute to us is not the fault of the words,
but the fault of successively more ignorant generations
who have left them to the wind and weather.
When we modern people hear the word "art," we
think only of a painting or a sculpture or a piece of
music. But art is also the activity practiced by artists,
those people who wield a brush or a chisel or an
instrument. The word "art" comes from the Latin word
ars, which is closer in meaning to what we would
call a "skill." An art in the context of education is the
developed form of some human capacity or ability.
In this respect, we would call the ability to read an
art, or the ability to write, or even the ability to calculate.
But even when the term is being used this way in
the context of education it is often misused. The vast
majority of references to the "liberal arts" are actually
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references to the moral or human sciences (the
"humanities")—literature, history, philosophy—rather
than to the linguistic and mathematical arts or skills of
the traditional liberal arts.
Similarly, the term "science" is now wedded
almost inextricably to the idea of the natural sciences.
When we hear the word today, the idea conjured
in our minds is of biology, chemistry, and physics.
What is a "scientist," after all, but a person with a
laboratory smock peering at cell structures through a
microscope, or at the stars through a telescope?
The term "science" also comes from Latin. The
Latin word scire means "to know or understand."
Rather than referring to the natural sciences in
particular, older writers like St. Thomas Aquinas used
the word to mean an organized body of knowledge.
Used this way, the study of history and literature are
just as much sciences as biology or chemistry.

THE THREE ARTS
The arts and sciences, properly defined, constitute
the two primary divisions of the educational
curriculum. There are three categories of basic arts
and three categories of basic sciences. The three arts
are the manual arts, the fine arts, and the liberal arts.

1. The Manual Arts
The manual arts would include cooking, sewing,
typing, woodworking, and machine repair—all arts
that have to do with the use of one's hands (the word
"manual" comes from the Latin word for "hand," manus).
To say that the manual arts should serve a very minor
role in education is not to say that they are inferior to
the fine and the liberal arts but simply that they are not
essential to the main purpose of formal education, which
is the development of the minds and souls of students.

2. The Fine Arts
The fine arts have a stronger claim for inclusion in the
educational curriculum. They called "fine" because they
are the arts which involve activities performed for their
own sake. The word "fine" comes from the Latin finis,
which means end (as opposed to means). The fine arts
are ends in themselves. We do not sing or act or paint or
dance for any other reason than the satisfaction of doing
so. These are not done in order to have or do anything
What Is Education?
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else. Unlike all the other arts, they are their own end.
And, unlike the manual arts, they have direct relevance
to the development of the human soul.

3. The Liberal Arts
In the traditional accounting, there are seven
liberal arts—grammar, logic, rhetoric, arithmetic,
geometry, music, and astronomy. The first three, which
constitute what we now call the "trivium," are the
basic language arts: grammar, the skill of the proper
expression of language; logic, the skill of language and
its use in argument; and rhetoric, the use of language
for the purpose of persuasion. The last four, which
constitute what we now call the "quadrivium," are
the basic mathematical arts: arithmetic, the study of
discrete number; geometry, the study of continuous
number; music, the application of discrete number; and
astronomy, the application of continuous number.
Along with the sciences, the liberal arts form the
core of a classical Christian education.

THE THREE SCIENCES
While the first of the two major divisions of education
is called "arts," the second is called "sciences." With the
exception of the fine arts, the arts are directed toward the
exercise of a human faculty for some further purpose.
But the sciences, as bodies of knowledge, are primarily
ultimate or final in the sense that knowledge is valuable
for its own sake, although some kinds of more basic
knowledge can be viewed as instrumental in relation
to other kinds of more ultimate knowledge. The three
categories of basic sciences are the moral sciences, the
natural sciences, and the theological sciences.

1. The Moral Sciences
The moral sciences (also called the "human
sciences" or "humanities") are those bodies of
organized, systematic knowledge having to do with
human concerns, ideals, and aspirations. The three
most basic studies included under the human sciences
are literature, history, and philosophy.
Literature consists of a study of the exemplary texts
of Western culture—those works that best represent the
main lines of thought about the true, the good, and the
beautiful. By calling it "Western" culture, we do not mean
to exclude the texts of other cultures which have also
been accounted great, since one of the unique features of
Western culture is its inquisitiveness concerning other
cultures. Over the centuries, other works have made
their way into the Western consciousness and have been
valued and studied as works that can give us insight into
the nature of God, man, and the world.
1-877-862-1097

History is a knowledge of the people and events
that constitute our past. Younger children develop
from these an idea of the general course and structure
of history—the shape of history—so that they can more
easily relate one event to another. A study of history
includes not just the study of our chronological past,
but an analysis of the actions of its most exemplary
figures, their motivations, and their influence on later
events consequent on what they thought and did. This
provides for us a solid basis for making judgments
about the thoughts and actions of those living today.
Philosophy takes the ideas expressed in history and
literature and considers them solely as ideas. Speculative
or theoretical philosophy studies things according
to their quantity (the philosophy of mathematics),
according to their sensible properties (the philosophy
of nature), and according to their being (metaphysics).
Practical philosophy studies man according to his ability
to create (the philosophy of art) and according to the
absolute good of man (moral philosophy).
In all of the moral sciences, the focus is on
man viewed in his proper nature, viewed as he is
governed by moral laws, and viewed as he relates to
those around him in society.

2. The Natural Sciences
The natural sciences are the bodies of knowledge
having to do with different aspects of the natural world.
The two main divisions include the life sciences—biology,
including zoology and botany—and the physical
sciences—physics, the study of nature according to the
nature and properties of matter and energy; chemistry, the
study of the chemical composition of natural objects; earth
science, including geology, hydrology, and atmospheric
sciences; and astronomy, the study of the heavens.

3. The Theological Sciences
The theological sciences are the bodies of knowledge
that relate to God and the supernatural. The traditional
divisions of theology are three: dogmatics, the study
of Christian belief; ethics, the study of Christian
morality; and apologetics, the study and practice of the
intellectual defenses of the faith.
The modern curriculum has become a welter of
random subjects. Our culture has abandoned the classical
Christian conception of learning—that of a curriculum
divided between the arts and sciences, the skills and the
content, the how and the what—and replaced it with a
hodgepodge of subjects that constitute little more than
psychological and utilitarian enthusiasms. Just a little
dose of order and clarity would go a long way toward
solving this problem.
What Is Education?
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